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Jackson Racing Honda CR-Z Supercharger System 
U.S.D.M. Manual And CVT Transmission 

Installation Instructions 
 

 
 
Thank you for purchasing the Jackson Racing CR-Z Supercharger System. Please review the 
complete instruction manual before starting your installation. Jackson Racing supercharger 
systems are designed to be installed by a professional mechanic with a complete tool selection. 
 
The Honda CR-Z Sport Hybrid uses a high voltage Integrated Motor Assist system (IMA) and 
you must follow all Honda safety procedures while performing the Jackson Racing Supercharger 
installation. Please refer to the Genuine Honda Service Manual for all safety procedures. The 
Honda CR-Z Service Manual is highly recommended and can be ordered online from 
helminc.com. 
 
*Many stock parts are reused during installation. Do not damage or discard any pieces during 
disassembly or installation. We recommend marking any hose or wire before disconnecting to 
avoid confusion during reassembly.* 
 
Jackson Racing supercharger systems require Premium grade (91 Octane or greater) gasoline, 
preferably a “Top Tier” gasoline. Before performing this installation, be sure to drive your CR-Z 
until the fuel tank is empty of regular grade gasoline. If you already operate your CR-Z on 
Premium fuel disregard this instruction. 
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You will be working under the car during this installation. Be prepared to raise the car up with a 
floor jack and support stands or a professional hydraulic vehicle lift. Do not work under your car 
without proper vehicle support! 
 
Always wear safety glasses while performing your installation. You will be working with the fuel 
system and will have flammable gasoline vapors in the engine compartment area. Do not smoke 
while performing this installation.  
 
Tools Required: 

• Set of Metric wrenches from 8mm to 19mm 
• Set of Metric sockets from 8mm to 19mm 
• Set of Phillips and Flat Blade Screwdrivers 
• Set of Metric Allen wrenches 
• Set of Pliers 

 
Special Tools Recommended: 

• The plastic trim panel retaining clips, or push-pin clips, on the CR-Z are difficult to 
remove. We recommend buying a set of KD Tools Push-Pin Pliers Set. This set is 
available through Jackson Racing.  

• Torque wrench capable of reading in Inch Pounds and Foot Pounds. 
 
Part Numbers will be listed throughout the installation instructions in parentheses. 
(1234-56-789) or (12345-67890) 
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DISASSEMBLY OF FACTORY COMPONENTS: 
 
1. Disconnect the negative battery cable from the battery. Remove the oil dipstick so that it 
doesnʼt get damaged during the installation. 
 
2. If you purchased the Factory Tuned system, unbolt the engine computer (ECU) from its 
mounting bracket located just behind the battery in the engine compartment. Fill in the 
Hondata/Jackson Racing Reflash form and ship the ECU using the prepaid shipping label and 
box supplied with your kit. If you purchased the Tuner system, there is no need to remove the 
ECU.  
 
3. Raise the car up and remove the under side plastic panels and front bumper. You will need 
either a small screwdriver and patience to pry open the push-pin plastic clips on the plastic trim 
parts or the push-pin pliers listed in the “Recommended Tools” section to remove the clips. Use 
a Phillips screwdriver to remove the screws that hold the plastic panels. Remove the two plastic 
under trays that cover the bottom of the engine and the two side plastic trays that mount to the 
inner fenders and to the front edge of the front bumper. Once the plastic trays are removed and 
the Phillips screws are removed from the edges of the front fender remove the remaining plastic 
trim clips from the upper radiator area. Pull on the outer corners of the front bumper to “pop” the 
bumper off of its mounting points. Unplug the fog lamps if your vehicle is so equipped and set 
the bumper in a safe place.  
 

 
 
4. Remove the right hand side headlight assembly at this time. 
 
5. Remove the windshield washer reservoir at this time. Drain your washer fluid into a clean 
container, as the fluid will be reused in the new washer bottle supplied with the kit. Remove the 
windshield washer pump from the windshield washer reservoir and leave it plugged in the area 
where it would normally reside. You will not be reusing the reservoir but you will be reusing the 
pump. It will be relocated using a cushion clamp near its original location during the installation 
process. (Photo on Next Page)  
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6. Unbolt the lower air box resonance chamber from the inner fender. You will not be reusing 
this chamber.  
 
7. Unplug the Mass Air Flow (MAF) sensor and remove the stock air box assembly. Set the air 
box assembly in a safe place, you will be reinstalling the stock MAF sensor later in the 
installation. Remove the flexible rubber inlet boot from the radiator support and the steel guide 
panel bolted to the core support. You will not be reusing any of these parts. 
 
8. Remove the valve cover vent pipe assembly from the valve cover. There are two small 
coolant hoses attached to each end of the valve cover vent pipe assembly. Remove the two 
coolant hoses from the valve cover vent pipe assembly and insert a new 5/16” brass connector 
(03110-08000) supplied with your kit to connect the two hoses together using the original 
clamps to secure these two hoses. Be prepared for a small amount of coolant loss during this 
procedure. You will not be reusing the vent pipe or valve cover hose assembly. 
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FUEL INJECTOR INSTALLATION 
 
9. Remove the windshield wiper cowl and windshield wiper motor. This will allow easier access 
to the rear of the engine compartment. 
 

 
 
10. Unplug all the stock injector clips from the injectors, the EGR valve connector, the VTEC 
solenoid connectors near the throttle body end of the valve cover and unclip the injector wiring 
harness from the fuel rail. This will allow the injector rail to be easily removed. Clean out the 
area around the fuel injectors (use compressed air if available) so that no debris falls into the 
injector holes once the injectors are removed. Remove the “Honda IMA” intake manifold cover. 
 
11. Remove the five 12mm headed bolts that hold the plastic top of the intake manifold to the 
aluminum bottom of the intake manifold. Remove the rear and side support bolts that hold the 
intake manifold support brackets to the intake manifold near the throttle body and on the back 
side of the intake manifold. This will allow the intake manifold to be separated so that the fuel rail 
can be lifted from the engine. 
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12. Remove the fuel rail connector from the main fuel hose near the throttle body.  Be prepared 
for some residual fuel to spray from this fitting. Remove the support bracket for the fuel rail 
where the fuel rail is bolted to the cylinder head. Remove the fuel rail mounting nuts and lift the 
fuel rail and injectors from the engine compartment by bringing the rail out from between the 
upper and lower intake manifolds.	   
 

 
 
13. With the fuel rail on a clean surface, replace the fuel injectors with the new fuel injectors 
(3301-01-200) supplied. When removing the stock injectors, place them in a separate area to 
avoid confusion with the new fuel injectors. Clock the new injectors on the fuel rail in the stock 
orientation. Be sure to apply a small amount of grease to all of the injector O rings so they do 
not get pinched during the installation process and cause a fuel leak. 

 
 
14. Reinstall the injectors and injector rail and all of the support bolts, bolt the intake manifolds 
back together and their support brackets, reinstall the fuel hose and security cap, and plug in the 
original injector connectors onto the fuel injectors.  
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HIGH PERFORMANCE PCV VALVE INSTALLATION 
 
15. Remove 10mm headed bolt that holds the plastic wiring harness cover to the #4 intake 
manifold runner. Slide the plastic cover towards the right until it is loose from its retaining 
bracket. 
 
16. The PCV hose is routed from the intake manifold down to the stock PCV valve at the engine 
block. Remove the spring clamp and PCV hose from the engine block fitting. 

 
 
17. Install the new high performance PCV valve and hose onto the engine block fitting and 
secure with the spring clamp provided. Install the original PCV hose onto the open end of the 
new high performance PCV valve and secure with the original spring clamp. 

 
 
18. Reinstall the plastic wiring harness cover and bolt to the #4 intake manifold runner. 
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DISASSEMBLY OF BELT DRIVE 
 
19. Loosen the automatic belt tensioner and remove the stock belt. You will not be reusing the 
stock belt.  
 
20. Remove the ground strap from the cast engine mount on the serpentine belt side of the 
engine. Support the serpentine belt side of the engine from under the oil pan and remove the 
belt side cast engine mount. Remove the black isolation engine mount from the inner frame rail. 
 

 
 
21. Raise the engine up from its normal position via oil pan using a floor jack to gain access to 
the automatic belt tensioner mounting bolts. Remove the tensioner bolts and tensioner from the 
car. They will not be reused. 
 
22. Next to the upper mounting bolt of the automatic belt tensioner is a dark 12mm headed 
timing cover mounting bolt. Remove this timing cover bolt, as it will be one of the mounting 
points for the supercharger mounting brackets. This bolt will not be reused. 
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ROTREX SUPERCHARGER INSTALLATION 
 
You will now be installing the Rotrex supercharger in the engine bay. The supercharger will be 
located in the area where the automatic belt tensioner originally existed.  
 
 
23. Locate your Rotrex C30-74 supercharger (2031-00-000) and install the two banjo bolts, four 
banjo crush washers, and two banjo fittings supplied on the supercharger unit. The banjo fittings 
will be in your oil hose kit while your supercharger banjo bolts/washers will be in your 
supercharger box. Install a crush washer on the top and bottom of each banjo fitting.  
 
With the supercharger pulley facing you and the compressor inlet facing away from you, install 
the two banjo fittings so that they face away from you at a 45º downward angle from the 
supercharger mounting surface. Torque to 15 ft-lbs (20Nm). 
 
 
24. Install a 35” x 5/16” oil hose (02300-08035) to the OUT fitting of the Rotrex supercharger 
and secure with the spring clamps provided in the oil kit (2050-00-000). Install this hose before 
installing the supercharger into the engine bay, as the OUT fitting will be hidden once installed 
and installing the hose after the supercharger is installed will not be possible. 
 

 
 
25. Lower the supercharger down into the engine bay near the area where the coolant inlet pipe 
enters the water pump. Rest the supercharger in this area until the supercharger bracket is 
installed. (Photo on Next Page) 
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Locate: 
• CR-Z Supercharger Bracket (2510-01-000) 
• (2) .960” (24.4mm) spacers (2590-01-000) 
• (1) .170” (4.3mm) spacer (2591-01-000) 
• (1) M8x1.25x45mm flanged bolt (91100-08045) 
• (1) M8x1.25x45mm Button Head Cap Screw (BHCS) (92510-08045) 
• (1) M8x1.25x70mm flanged bolt (91100-08070) 
• Red Loctite thread locking adhesive (99300-10002)  

 
26. Hold the supercharger bracket so the Jackson Racing logo is facing you and the pointed part 
of the bracket is on the right pointing down. You will find two non-threaded 8mm mounting holes 
to your left just above an 8mm and 10mm threaded hole. Install the M8x1.25x45mm BHCS in 
the furthest left hole just above the two threaded holes. This hole is also counter-bored. Now 
install the M8x1.25x45mm flanged bolt through the hole just to the top right of the 
M8x1.25x45mm BHCS. 
 
27. Flip the supercharger bracket over so the Jackson Racing logo is facing away from you. 
Install the .170” (4.3mm) spacer onto the M8x1.25x45mm BHCS. Install one .960” (24.4mm) 
spacer onto the M8x1.25x45mm flanged bolt. Apply a very small amount of thread locking 
adhesive to the first two threads of the two 8mm bolts at this time. 
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28. Lower the bracket into the engine area where the automatic belt tensioner was located with 
the Jackson Racing logo facing away from the engine and the pointed part of the bracket near 
the lower automatic belt tensioner mounting hole. Thread the two 8mm bolts into the engine 
where the timing cover bolt and the upper tensioner bolt were originally located. Just thread 
them in part of the full distance at this time.  

 
29. Locate the M8x1.25x70mm flanged bolt (91100-08070) and apply a small amount of thread 
locking adhesive to the first two threads on the bolt. Install it from the backside of the water 
pump in the same manner as the original automatic belt tensioner bracket bolt was installed. 
Install a .960” (24.4mm) spacer between the water pump and the supercharger bracket. Thread 
the bolt into the mounting bracket and torque to 12 ft-lbs (16Nm). Finish by torquing the upper 
two mounting bolts to 12 ft-lbs (16Nm) at this time. Your bracket installation is complete.  
 
30. Remove the four supercharger mounting bolts from the Rotrex. Lift the Rotrex supercharger 
into the supercharger bracket and install the four supercharger mounting bolts through the 
bracket and into the supercharger. The flat bottom of the Rotrex should be facing the ground. 
Torque the unit to 6 ft-lbs (7Nm). Do not over tighten these mounting bolts, they do not require 
much torque.  
 
31. Install the 80mm eccentric adjustable pulley (2151-01-000) in the M8x1.25mm threaded 
mounting hole on the supercharger bracket using an M8x1.25x30mm flanged bolt (91100-
08030). Apply a small amount of thread locking adhesive to the first two threads on the bolt 
before installation. Leave this adjustable pulley loose/movable until the serpentine belt has been 
installed. There will be specific belt tightening instructions later in the installation. 
 
32. Route the Rotrex oil hose that is connected to the OUT fitting on the supercharger in a soft 
loop under the supercharger and out to the front of the car. From under the supercharger, route 
the hose up following the high pressure A/C hose that runs from the A/C compressor to the 
flange fitting that the A/C hose bolts to on the A/C condenser. Route the hose through the front 
radiator area just above the A/C condenser mounting flange. Leave this hose loose in the front 
of the car for future connection to the Rotrex oil cooler. 
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For the next set of instructions, lower the engine from its elevated height down to a normal level. 
 
33. On the passenger end of the oil pan are two threaded holes. You will be installing the Belt 
Tensioner bracket to these two holes. Locate the tensioner bracket (2520-01-000) and two 
M10x1.25x25mm Stainless Steel BHCS (92510-10025) supplied. Install the tensioner bracket to 
the oil pan with the two counter bored holes for the BHCS on the lower side and the straight flat 
surface of the tensioner mount above. Apply a small amount of thread locking adhesive to the 
two BHCS and torque to 16 ft-lbs (22Nm). 

 
 
34. Install the Tensioner Adjuster Bracket (2521-01-000) to the tensioner bracket using two 
M10x1.25x16mm flanged bolts (91100-10016). Install the adjuster so that the adjustment slot is 
on the backside of the engine and the pivot point is on the front side of the engine. Install the flat 
washer on the bolt that is on the slotted end of the bracket and the regular bolt without a flat 
washer on the forward end. Leave these bolts slightly loose at this time. 
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35. Install the 76mm tensioner pulley (2150-01-000) onto the top threaded hole of the adjuster 
bracket using an idler spacer (2611-01-000), a M10x1.25x30mm flanged bolt (91100-10030), 
and a 10mm flat washer (93500-10000) on the top hole of the adjuster bracket. The spacer 
should be on the backside of the pulley and fit into the pulley. Install the flat washer on the bolt 
before inserting into the pulley/spacer. Apply a small amount of thread locking adhesive to the 
first two threads of this bolt. Torque to 16 ft-lbs (22Nm). 
 
36. Route the supercharger drive belt (2200-01-002) from the bottom of the crankshaft pulley to 
the A/C compressor pulley. From the A/C compressor pulley, route the belt up and back so that 
the flat side of the belt rides on the water pump pulley. From the water pump pulley route the 
belt up to the supercharger pulley. From the supercharger pulley route the belt below the 80mm 
adjustable idler pulley and route it so that it is headed towards the crank pulley and finish by 
installing the belt the rest of the way onto the crank pulley. 
 
The supercharger pulley used in the CR-Z system is a standard Rotrex supercharger pulley and 
has a total of 8 belt ribs. Place the belt on the pulley so that one rib is open on the supercharger 
side of the pulley and 3 are open on the opposite side of the belt. 
 

 
 
The serpentine belt will be tensioned in two steps. 
 
37. Rotate the eccentric 80mm adjustable idler pulley using a 10mm allen wrench. Rotate until 
the majority of the belt tension has been removed. This should put the pulley bolt at about the 6 
oʼclock position and the 10mm Allen hex is at the 12 oʼclock position. Finish by torquing the 
12mm headed eccentric idler bolt to 12 ft-lbs. 
 
38. Finish tensioning the serpentine belt by inserting a 3/8” short extension and a torque wrench 
capable of reading in Inch Pounds of torque into the 3/8” square hole in the tensioner adjuster 
bracket on the bottom of the oil pan. Apply 200 inch pounds of torque (23Nm) to the adjuster 
and finish by tightening the two adjuster bracket bolts. Your belt tensioning is complete. (Photo 
on next page) 
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39. Reinstall the factory engine mounts and torque to 20 ft-lbs (27Nm). Reinstall the ground 
cable to the cast engine mount. 
 
40. Locate the ground strap assembly that is bolted below the right side headlight, near the 
original windshield washer reservoir location on the chassis. Remove the ground strap bolt, as it 
will not be reused. Install a 1.25” O.D. cushion clamp (95401-32000) around the windshield 
washer pump so that the mounting hole lines up with the ground strap. Install a 6mm (1/4”) 
spacer (01200-06006) between the cushion clamp and the ground strap assembly. Apply a 
small amount of thread locking adhesive to an M6x1.0x18mm flanged bolt (91100-06018) and 
torque to 9 ft-lbs. 
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INTERCOOLER INSTALLATION 
 
Locate the Transfer Tube (4152-01-000), one 
M6x1.0x18mm flanged bolt (91100-06018) and one 
6mm fender washer (93600-06000) for the next step. 
 
41. The Transfer Tube is a series of three 90º bends 
on a 2” diameter tube. Install the Transfer tube in the 
area where the windshield washer bottle was 
located. Install it so that the end that has a 1” tube 
welded to the 2” tube is in the engine compartment. 
Bolt the mounting bracket of the Transfer tube to the 
existing threaded hole in the chassis using the 
M6x1.0x18mm flanged bolt and 6mm fender washer 
with a small amount of thread locking adhesive on 
the first two threads. Torque to 9 ft-lbs. 
 
 
42. Locate the intercooler upper mounting bracket (MT: 2710-01-000/CVT: 2710-01-500) and 
lay it up in the front grill area so that the mounting holes line up with the air conditioning 
condenser mounting bolts. Once you know where the intercooler upper mounting bracket is 
going to be mounted, remove the two 10mm headed bolts in that location. These bolts will be 
replaced with rubber isolation mounts (01400-06000). Apply a liberal amount of thread locking 
adhesive to these isolation mount threads and thread them into the air conditioning mounting 
positions. You will need to double nut the exposed threads so that you can fully tighten these 
isolation mounts. Note: Double nutting is when you tighten one nut against the other nut on a 
threaded stud so to create a hex drive that a wrench can be applied to so that you can tighten 
the isolation mount. Similar to what you would have to do to install a fully threaded intake or 
exhaust mounting stud. 
 
43. Remove the horn from its mounting point. You will not be reusing the mounting bolt.  
 
44.  Raise the intercooler mount up into the front grill area and install it onto the isolation mount 
studs. Install two 6 x 1.0 flanged nylock nuts (91610-06000) to these two studs but do not torque 
at this time. (Photo On Next Page) 
 
45. Raise the intercooler (4100-01-000) up to the intercooler bracket and install two 
M8x1.25x16mm BHCS (92510-08016) into the intercooler after applying a small amount of 
thread locking adhesive to the first two threads of the bolts. Do not torque at this time. 
 
46. Install the lower intercooler mount (2711-01-000) to the original horn-mounting tab using a 
M8x1.25x16mm flanged bolt (91100-08016). Install another M8x1.25x16mm flanged bolt 
(91100-08016) through the lower intercooler mount and into the intercooler and torque all 
intercooler-mounting bolts to 14 ft-lbs (19Nm). (Photo On Next Page) 
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47. Bolt the Rotrex oil cooler (05000-10006) to the top of the intercooler bracket using four 
M6x1.0x20mm flanged bolts (91100-06020), four 6mm spacers (01200-06006) between the oil 
cooler and the intercooler bracket and four M6x1.0 flanged nylock nuts (91610-06000). Tighten 
the oil cooler fittings (03530-06008) after lubing the threads with a small amount of lubricating oil 
so that the two fittings face away from each other and towards each outside fender. Hold the 
lower hex on the oil cooler with a wrench while gently tightening the oil cooler fitting with another 
wrench. Failure to hold the oil cooler hex while tightening the oil cooler fitting will damage the oil 
cooler and will not be covered under warranty. 
 
 
CVT Owners: 
The Rotrex oil cooler will be located on the passenger side (supercharger side) of the intercooler 
bracket. The transmission oil cooler will be located on the driver side of the intercooler bracket 
and will be used to cool the CVT transmission oil. The transmission oil cooler uses larger 3/8” to 
M22 fittings and these fittings will have transmission oil hoses attached to them.  
 
(Photo On Next Page) 
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A) The fitting with the 42” hose mounts to the oil cooler fitting closest to the center of the car. 
The fitting with the 30” hose mounts to the oil cooler fitting nearest the headlight. Tighten these 
two fittings so that both fittings face the driver side (battery side) of the car. Hold the lower hex 
on the oil cooler with a wrench while gently tightening the oil cooler fitting with another wrench. 
Failure to hold the oil cooler hex while tightening the oil cooler fitting will damage the oil cooler 
and will not be covered under warranty. 
 
B) Remove the CVT Transmission fitting closest to the CVT dipstick and replace with the 
provided fitting. 
 
C) Route the 42” hose around the front radiator support and connect it to the new fitting on the 
CVT transmission. This fitting location originally supplied oil to the radiator cooler. Use a #6 
hose clamp to hold this hose to the fitting. 
 

 
 
 
 

Looking from top of engine bay 
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C) Route the 30” hose between the radiator and the chassis and connect it to the lower fitting on 
the radiator that use to get oil from the transmission. Use a #6 hose clamp to hold this hose to 
the radiator fitting. If you make these hose changes quickly you will not loose any significant 
amount of CVT fluid. If you loose any significant amount of CVT fluid refill the lost fluid using 
ONLY Genuine Honda CVT fluid. 

 
 
48. Mount the horn to the mounting hole in the front of the lower intercooler-mounting bracket 
using an M8x1.25x16mm flanged bolt (91100-08016) and an M8x1.25 flanged nut (91600-
08000) and torque to 14 ft-lbs (19Nm). Torque the top two 6mm flanged nylock nuts on the 
intercooler mount to 9 ft-lbs (12Nm) at this time. 
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Next Step Notes: You will need to cut openings in the rubber radiator cowl with scissors or 
razor knife to allow the intercooler tubing to pass through. Hold the rubber cowl up in the 
approximate area where the tubing will be passing through and make your cuts after carefully 
marking where the tubes will pass through. 

 
49. Install the 2” x 45º silicone hose (02102-50045) with the 2” x 2.5” transition hose (02101-
50063) on one end between the Transfer Tube and the intercooler inlet. You may need to lightly 
lube the silicone hoses with penetrating oil before installation so that the hose can be rotated 
easily for alignment purposes. Secure the 2” hose with a #32 clamp (95100-32000) provided 
and the 2.5” hose with a #40 clamp (95100-40000) provided. 
 
50. Install a 2.5” straight silicone coupling hose (02100-63000) onto the exit end of the 
intercooler and clamp it with a #40 hose clamp (95100-40000) provided.  
 
51. Install a 2.5” x 90º aluminum intercooler exit tube (4153-01-000) into the intercooler exit 
coupling and route it so that it faces back through the opening in the front end and secure with a 
#40 hose clamp (95100-40000) provided. 
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52. Install the 2.5” x 90º silicone hose (02102-63090) onto the end of the intercooler exit tube. 
Lightly lube the hose with penetrating oil before installation so the hose can be rotated easily for 
alignment purposes. Loosely secure with a #40 hose clamp (95100-40000) provided. You will 
tighten all hose clamps one final time after all tubing is installed.   
 
53. Install the 2.5” straight coupling (02100-63000) at the throttle body using a #40 clamp 
(95100-40000) provided.  
 
54. Install the Throttle Body Inlet tube (4154-01-000) from the 2.5” x 90º hose installed on the 
intercooler exit tube and install it into the throttle body straight silicone hose. Secure with a #40 
hose clamp (95100-40000) at the top and bottom of the tubing. 

 
CVT Owners: 
Install the CVT tube support bracket to the threaded hole in the side of the CVT transmission 
using the M10x1.25x16mm flanged bolt. Secure the main intercooler/throttle body tube to this 
support bracket using a #40 hose clamp provided.  
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Once all the tubing is installed rotate all tubes until there is a natural alignment and the tubes 
donʼt rub against the chassis, hydraulic lines or the cooling fan. Tighten all hose clamps at this 
time. 
 
55. Find your stock airbox assembly. Remove the two Phillips head screws that hold the MAF 
sensor to the air box lid and remove the MAF sensor. Carefully install the MAF sensor in the 
Throttle Body inlet tube using the original screws. Apply a small amount of thread locking 
adhesive to these screws before installing them. 
 
ROTREX OILING SYSTEM INSTALLATION 
Before finishing the aluminum tubing installation, you will be installing the Rotrex oiling system. 
 
56. Locate the Rotrex oil hose that was routed from the “OUT” fitting on the Rotrex supercharger 
out through the front grill area. Connect this hose to the oil cooler fitting and secure using one of 
the spring clamps provided.  
 
57. Route a 5/16 x 14” Rotrex oil hose (02300-08014) from the “IN” fitting on the Rotrex 
supercharger and route it up along the top of the radiator fan area.  
 
58. Locate the Rotrex oil reservoir from your oil kit. It will be preassembled with a 6mm ID x 
38mm long spacer (01200-06038), a M6x1.0x60mm flanged bolt (91100-06060), a M6x1.0 
flanged nylock nut (91610-06000), and a Reservoir Mount bracket (2530-01-000). Temporarily 
install this oil reservoir assembly onto the original air box mounting tab near the valve cover 
using a M6x1.0x20mm flanged bolt (91100-06020) and a 6mm fender washer (93600-06000). 
You will need to install the SC Intake Tube bracket underneath it later on. Bolt the banjo bolts, 
banjo fittings, and banjo washers to the top and bottom of the reservoir so that they face the 
front of the car when the reservoir is mounted to the original air box mounting tab.  

 
 
59. Route the 5/16” x 32” length hose (02300-08032) from the top of the Rotrex oil reservoir and 
route it near the battery and out to the front of the car so that it can be installed onto the oil 
cooler. Secure with a 5/16” spring clamp provided.  
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60. Route the 5/16” x 27” length hose (02300-08027) from the bottom of the Rotrex oil reservoir 
and route it next to the upper reservoir hose until it reaches the radiator. Route this hose from 
the battery end of the radiator towards the center of the radiator fans where the supercharger 
“IN” hose is laying vacant. After lubing the two oil hoses with oil, install the Rotrex oil filter with 
the “FLOW” direction arrows facing the supercharger. Secure with 5/16” spring clamps provided 
with your kit. Using plastic ties, secure all oil hoses so that they cannot be chaffed against 
engine parts, fan blades or chassis parts. Secure Rotrex oil filter to wiring harness in center of 
radiator with plastic ties.  
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61. Carefully fill the Rotrex reservoir with Rotrex oil so that the level is close to the top of the 
reservoir at this time. Once the system is running it will draw down the excess amount of oil in 
the reservoir to fill the supercharger and the oil cooler. There will be specific instructions about 
initial start up procedures later in the installation.  
 
 
FINAL INSTALLATION 
62. Install one #40 hose clamp (95100-40000) and one #36 hose clamp (95100-36000) onto the 
molded tight radius inlet hose (4301-01-000) before installing the inlet hose onto the 
supercharger inlet. Apply a small amount of penetrating oil onto the inlet hose and work it onto 
the supercharger inlet so that you can look down into the hose. Do not tighten the hose clamps 
at this time. Bend the dipstick tube slightly towards the transmission side of the car to get the 
molded tight radius inlet in place as the molded inletʼs wall thickness varies with each production 
run as it is a “molded” part and not a formed part. 
 

 
 
63. Install the 2.5” x 90º SC Intake Tube with the 1” spigot, .5” spigot, and the mounting bracket 
welded to it (4151-01-000) into the inlet hose. Align the mounting bracket with the original 
mounting point for the original air box near the valve cover and under the Rotrex Oil Reservoir 
Bracket. Secure using the M6x1.0x20mm flanged bolt (91100-06020) and 6mm fender washer 
(93600-06000). (See Next Page for Image) Apply a small amount of thread locking adhesive to 
the first two threads before torquing to 9ft lbs (12Nm). Tighten both hose clamps at the “hat” at 
this time.  
 
 
64. Install the new Jackson Racing air filter (4200-01-000) onto the end of the inlet tube and 
secure with the hose clamp provided with the air filter. 
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65. Route the .5” ID x 13” long valve cover vent hose (02501-13012) from the valve cover vent 
fitting to the .5” spigot on the inlet pipe. Secure with 20mm spring clamps provided. 
 
66. Install the short 1” x 90º bypass hose (02411-25303) onto the inlet tube so that the hose 
faces straight up once installed. Lightly lube this hose with penetrating oil prior to installation on 
the inlet tube spigot. Secure this hose with a #16 hose clamp (95100-16000) provided. 
 
67. Insert the bypass valve (04000-25000) provided with your kit into the short 1” x 90º hose and 
secure to this hose with a #16 hose clamp (95100-16000) provided. The bypass valve should be 
aligned so that the small vacuum fitting faces up and the open end of the bypass valve faces the 
direction of the supercharger. 
 
68. Route the formed 1” ID x 18” bypass hose (02411-25018) from the bypass valve over to the 
Transfer manifold spigot. Clamp with #16 hose clamps (95100-16000) provided. 
 
69. Install the 2” U shaped hose (02102-50090) from the compressor outlet to the Transfer 
manifold inlet. Secure with two #32 clamps (95100-36000) provided with your kit.  
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70. Find the power brake hose that is mounted to the back of the intake manifold. Follow it up to 
the firewall and locate the spring clamp that holds it to the one-way connector. Twist the hose 
until it comes off of the one-way connector. Install a 3/8” x 2” long power brake hose (02601-
10002) onto the vacant fitting on the one-way valve. Secure with 19mm spring clamps provided. 
 
71. Insert the 3/8” vacuum tee with the 5/32” fitting (03301-10004) into the 3/8” x 2.5” hose and 
secure with the 19mm spring clamp provided. Reinstall the original power brake hose onto the 
3/8” vacuum tee and secure with the original spring clamp. 

 
72. Route the 30” vacuum hose (02200-04030) from the power brake vacuum tee to the bypass 
valve. For a clean look, route the house under the intake manifold/throttle body and down 
between the 3rd and 4th intake runner. Use plastic ties to hold the vacuum hose so that it does 
not chafe against the chassis or any other components.  
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WINDSHIELD WASHER BOTTLE INSTALLATION 
73. Install a 1/2” x 2” clear hose onto the windshield washer pump and secure with 3/4” wire 
clamp provided. 
 
74. Insert a 1/2” x 3/8” adapter (03200-13010) into the 1/2” clear hose and secure with a 3/4” 
wire clamp provided.  
 
75. Route the 3/8” clear washer hose that came with your washer bottle up past the transfer 
tube to the area between the ABS assembly and the fender. 
 
76. Insert the new windshield washer reservoir (7350-01-000) between the ABS assembly and 
the fender. Secure with the washer bracket provided (2690-01-000) by bolting it to the existing 
bracket and 10mm headed bolt that is located in the front of the passenger shock tower.  

 
 
77. Connect the clear plastic hose to the fitting on the windshield washer reservoir and secure 
the hose to the bottle with the 15/32” wire clamp provided. Use plastic ties to secure the hose so 
that it doesnʼt get chaffed against the chassis. Refill the washer reservoir with your original fluid 
or new windshield washer fluid at this time.  
 
78. Reinstall dipstick. Reinstall the right front headlight. Reinstall upper cowl. Reconnect the 
negative battery cable. Reinstall the bumper and all under trays.  
 
79. Factory Tuned System: Reinstall the ECU once it has been returned from Hondata.  
      FlashPro Tuner System: Follow FlashPro Tuner Guide to calibrate your ECU. 
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ROTREX SUPERCHARGER STARTING PROCEDURE 
 
Priming Your Oiling System: 
80. Gently blow compressed air into the Rotrex oil reservoir while 
leaving the “IN” banjo bolt on the Rotrex supercharger loose. Cover 
the top of the reservoir with a shop towel while gently blowing 
compressed air into the reservoir until you see Rotrex oil leak from the 
“IN” fitting. Tighten the “IN” fitting at this time. Your system is primed 
and ready to be started. Once the car starts, keep a close watch over 
the Rotrex reservoir oil level. The oil level will decrease as the system 
fills all hoses, oil cooler, oil filter, and the Supercharger itself. Do NOT 
allow the reservoir to run dry or the supercharger will be damaged and 
will not be covered by the warranty. 
 
Checking the Rotrex Oil Level: 
81. The Rotrex oiling system is a “dry sump” system meaning that it scavenges all oil from the 
supercharger and pumps it back to the Rotrex reservoir. At high rpm, the scavenging is stronger 
and the oil transfer happens quicker, filling the reservoir. To check the oil level, make sure the 
car is completely warmed up. Hold the throttle at 2000-2500rpm for approximately 1 minute. Let 
the idle come back to normal and then unscrew the dipstick, wipe it dry, and then reinsert it into 
the reservoir without threading it back in. The oil level should be between the low and high 
marks. This way of reading the oil level will give you a more accurate “real world” reading of 
what the oil level is while driving than simply checking it first thing in the morning. 

 
82. Check for any fuel leaks and check all hoses, hose clamps, fittings, and fluid levels at this 
time. 
  
Your installation is complete! Test drive your new Jackson Racing Supercharger system and 
enjoy! Once you finish your first test drive, always double check the all hoses, fittings, and fluid 
levels. Recheck your belt tension after driving 50 miles as the belt will stretch during the first 
driving cycle before it takes a final set. 
 


